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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to explore the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the New Zealand hospitality
industry, within the context of business longevity theory using an on-line qualitative survey of 11 senior
industry executives representing 105 restaurant, caf�e and take-away outlets. The findings reveal that despite
financial loss, COVID-19 provided an opportunity to engage in strategic innovation through two basic
approaches; one mediated by technology, the other by direct personal contact. This internal innovation,
flexibility and responsiveness is consistent with the RBV theory of the firm and the inertia and change
perspective of organizational Population Ecology theory. The practical implications relate to business lon-
gevity and the financial impact across the industry, however, COVID-19 also provided an opportunity for
strategic innovation through technology and direct personal customer contact. Innovations were mediated
by two government COVID-19 related initiatives - the wage subsidy scheme, and government business loans.
The social implications are significant and include a renewed sense of ‘self’ reflecting the need for business
survival. Renewal has invigorated participants to differentiate the hospitality industry and its contribution to
the national economy from that of tourism. That renewal and vibrancy provides the perfect scenario for the
wider sociocultural embrace of a return to normal life and regular business in Aotearoa New Zealand. The
limitations of this study include the focus on restaurants, cafes and take-aways - a wider hospitality industry
study would provide a more industry representative perspective. The study is also focused on New Zealand as
a unique case study; this would not necessarily be representative of the global industry. The qualitative
approach and small sample is a strength in terms of depth of analysis, but could be supplemented through
a wider quantitative study.
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Introduction

This paper explores the impact of the COVID-19 pan-

demic on New Zealand’s hospitality industry.

Although COVID-19 is a relatively new phenomenon,

its global impact has been dramatic and research into

this impact is already emerging in the tourism and

hospitality literature. This research has taken a

number of perspectives, both theoretical and geo-

graphical/regional. For example, Hao et al. (2020)

explored the impact of COVID-19 on the hotel indus-

try in China from a disaster management perspective,

Alonso et al. (2020) researched the impact of

COVID-19 on international hospitality firms from a

resilience theory perspective, Kaushal and Srivastava

(2021) studied the impact of COVID-19 on the

Indian tourism and hospitality industry, and Song et

al. (2021), analysed the impact of COVID-19 on US

restaurant stock returns.

For our study, we concentrated our research

on business longevity within three key commercial
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hospitality domains: restaurants, caf�es, and takeaway

food outlets. Data was obtained from a qualitative

surveydistributed to established industry leaders who

either owned or managed hospitality businesses.

These respondents were ‘long-term’ hospitality survi-

vors and their business longevity uniquely places them

to comment on COVID-19’s impact because they

have experienced both the industry’s ‘boom-times,’

and now, the potential ‘bust’ that COVID-19 threat-

ens. As long-term hospitality business survivors, our

participants were also strategically placed to evaluate

the future, post-COVID-19. Consequently, our paper

offers a unique insight of COVID-19’s impact from

within a nation praised by the World Health

Organization’s Dr Michael Ryan as being:

very systematic, with a very comprehensive strategy

[to fight COVID-19 . . .] I think of countries like

New Zealand who have really done the lot and

they’ve gone from public health measures to a very

graded response to very systematic case finding and

contact tracing to a high rate of testing. (1 News,

2020, paras. 3–4)

In Aotearoa New Zealand, commercial hospitality is

big business. However, that business is tinged with a

darker side. As Neill et al. (2012) observed, despite

the success of many New Zealand hospitality busi-

nesses, 60% of all new start-ups fail within their first

18months of operation. Those businesses that suc-

ceed must continue to compete within an ever-

growing and highly competitive marketplace.

Aside from the creature comforts that restaurants,

caf�es and take-ways offer, their customers spent

approximately $8.4bn in 2018 (Restaurant

Association of New Zealand [RANZ], 2020). That

spend reflected sequential annual market growth of

5.9% (2015), 8.5% (2016), 9.7% (2017) and 3.6%

in 2018 (RANZ, 2020).

However, COVID-19 introduced new economic

realities. The New Zealand Parliament’s (2020)

Monthly Economic Review stated that the future eco-

nomic “growth prospects remain uncertain” (para.

1). That uncertainty, as Statistics New Zealand

noted (as cited in the New Zealand Herald, 2020a,

para. 3) underpinned a harsh COVID-19 induced

economic reality: “spending on food and beverage

services, which includes caf�es, restaurants, takeaway

food services, and bars, fell 27 per cent or $238 mil-

lion in March after a 2 per cent or $17 million increase

in February.” Within that background and the world-

views of our expert hospitality participants, this paper

explores the impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s

hospitality industry.

Theory of business longevity

The challenge of globalization, competitive markets,

technological developments and environmental disas-

ters including pandemics such as COVID-19 threaten

the survival of businesses. Statistically most firms do

not survive in the long term and most family firms

perish before the second generation (Ahn, 2018;

Cressy, 2006); in fact only 30% of family firms survive

into the second generation and only 3% survive

beyond the third generation (Ward, 2011). Business

survival is the biggest challenge facing most firms

globally and particularly within the current context

of COVID-19 (Ahmad et al., 2019).

Business longevity is also a topical subject in the

global hospitality industry which is notoriously

dynamic, volatile and competitive. It has been estimat-

ed that 60% of all new hospitality businesses fail in

their first 18months of operation (Neill et al., 2012).

The current COVID-19 pandemic clearly has the

potential to exacerbate the pressures on what is

already a challenging business environment for hospi-

tality businesses.

The concept of business longevity has been

researched from many perspectives, including busi-

ness history, business management, sociology, and

economics. More specifically, in business research it

has also been explored within the context of market-

ing, entrepreneurship, family business, and corporate

strategy (Riviezzo et al., 2015). This has led to a

number of theories of business longevity, or corporate

sustainable longevity (CSL) as it is sometimes

characterized.

Riviezzo et. al (2015) conducted a systematic

review of business longevity literature through a bib-

liometric analysis of papers published in leading busi-

ness history and management journals over the period

1985–2015. They found that of the papers that explic-

itly referred to theories of business longevity, organi-

zational Population Ecology (Hannan and Freeman,

1977) clearly stood out as the most cited critical ratio-

nale. This was followed by the Resource-based View

(RBV) of the firm (Barney, 1991) and Evolutionary

Economics (Nelson, 2018). More recently, Ahmad et

al. (2019) identified the theoretical foundations of cor-

porate sustainable longevity (CSL) as being based on

the Resource-based View theory of the firm and the

Balanced Scorecard framework (Kaplan and Norton,

1996).

It is interesting, that regardless of the specific

theory adopted, most of the theories identified

through Riviezzo et al’s (2015) and Ahmad et al.’s

(2019) recent research (Population Ecology,

Evolutionary Economics, RBV of the firm, Balanced

Scorecard) argue that internal capabilities are critical
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to the firm achieving sustained competitive advantage.

They also enable the firm to adapt to a changing com-

petitive environment and therefore improve its survival

prospects. The RBV theory of the firm, for example,

classifies internal resources into physical capital

resources (plant, tools, materials, technology etc.),

human capital resources (experience, skills, training,

intelligence etc.) and organizational capital resources

(culture, structure, planning, processes and proce-

dures) (Barney, 1991). Alongside this, organizational

Population Ecology takes a Darwinian view of organi-

zational mortality focusing on inertia and change, and

niche theory (Hannan and Freeman, 1989).

Organizational inertia is characterized including inter-

nal constraints such as organizational culture, organi-

zational history, availability of information, decision

making, and investment. Niche theory relates to the

extent to which organizations are generalists or spe-

cialists and the impact that has in stable and dynamic

markets (Hannan and Freeman, 1989).

The theoretical context of business longevity pro-

vides a framework for the analysis of the impact of

COVID-19 on the hospitality industry, particularly

from the internal context of the leaders of hospitality

businesses, and including their perspectives of the

external environment including government policy.

Epidemics and pandemics in New Zealand:
The arrival of COVID-19

New Zealand is no stranger to either epidemics or

more recently pandemics. Table 1 summarizes the

global pandemics that have affected New Zealand

over the last century.

The Spanish flu (1918 1920), as Buckle et al.

(2006) revealed, provided the economic modelling

that has been used in subsequent pandemics. As

those authors revealed, “the standard planning

model assumptions are based on the infection and

case fatality rates of the 1918 influenza pandemic in

New Zealand, that is a 40 percent infection rate, with

a 2 percent case fatality rate, giving a population mor-

tality rate of 0.8%” (para.15).

In 2009 the H1N1 Swine flu pandemic, threatened

the health of New Zealanders. Then, 8,00,000 (18%

of the population) Kiwis were infected within its first

wave. There were 3211 confirmed cases, 1122 hospi-

talisations and 35 deaths (Ministry of Health, 2019,

powerpoint number 9). However, the economic

impact of swine flu on the New Zealand economy

was not significant (Fukac and Lees, 2009).

According to Fukac and Lees, (2009) there was a

“0.62 percent decline in output” (p. 4) linked to the

pandemic. However, swine flu provided a valuable

insight into the dangers and coping strategies that

other future pandemics might bring.

New Zealand did not have to wait long for a more

serious pandemic to arrive; COVID-19. Thought to

have originated in Wuhan China, New Zealand and

another 62 nations are currently seeking an indepen-

dent inquiry into the origins of COVID-19 (Radio

New Zealand, 2020). That inquiry not only reflects

the contestation surrounding the pandemic but also

the political rhetoric that has ‘clouded’ the discussion

on COVID-19’s epidemiological history.

At the end of May 2020, and since February 2020,

New Zealand COVID-19 totals had “climbed to 1504

– 1154 confirmed and 350 probable cases. Twenty-

seven were still considered to be active on 25th May,

2020 and 97 per cent of those with the virus had since

recovered” (Stuff, 2020a, para. 7). New Zealand’s

unique approach to the pandemic was noted in

(Cousins, 2020). They advised that

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced a strict

national lockdown when it [New Zealand] only had

102 cases and zero deaths. Her swift decision

making won international praise, including from

WHO. New Zealand’s decision to pursue an elimina-

tion approach was a vastly different approach to usual

pandemic planning. (The Lancet, 2020: 1474)

Yet those figures and The Lancet’s (Cousins, 2020)

praise combined with the high COVID-19 recovery

rate, mask the realities of everyday life in Aotearoa

New Zealand since the arrival of COVID-19 in

February 2020.

The impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s
hospitality industry

COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World

Health Organization on 11 March 2020 (WHO,

2020). The New Zealand Government acted quickly,

implementing a four level alert system on 21 March

(New Zealand Government, 2020) – Alert Level 1

(Prepare), Alert Level 2 (Reduce), Alert Level 3

Table 1. Global pandemics 1918–2010.

Pandemic
influenza Timeframe

Global
death toll Flu subtype

Spanish flu 1918–1920 50 million H1N1
Asian flu 1957–1958 1.5–2 million H2N2
Hong Kong flu 1968–1969 1 million H3N2
Swine flu 2009–2010 over 18,209 Novel H1N1

Source: Adapted from Sino Biological (2020).
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(Restrict), Alert Level 4 (Lockdown) – and initially

put the country on Alert Level 2.

Then, on March 23 the level was raised to Alert

Level 3 with notice that the country would move to

Alert Level 4 at 11.59 pm on 25 March. Initially, Alert

Level 4 was to last for four weeks. This response led to

the closing of borders and a nationwide lockdown –

something not seen before in New Zealand’s history

(New Zealand Government, 2020). New Zealand’s

COVID-19 response was seen to be one of the strictest

worldwide. The Level 4 lockdown included a ‘stay at

home’ instruction. All schools and businesses (except

essential services) were closed. Any travel was limited

to essential services only (New Zealand Government,

2020).

COVID-19’s impact on the hospitality industry was

immediate. All hospitality venues closed under Alert

Level 4. The industry had already been suffering

because of the earlier travel restrictions. New

Zealand’s Restaurant Association estimated that hos-

pitality businesses were losing $6 million per week

before the total lockdown. With the Level 4 lockdown

the New Zealand Restaurant Association estimated

the total loss to the hospitality industry over the

period to be “just over a billion dollars” (New

Zealand Herald, 2020b). That contrasted the indus-

try’s pre COVID-19 growth. At that time, there were

more than 18,000 restaurants employing over

1,33,000 people with annual sales of over $11 billion

(New Zealand Herald, 2020b). KPMG (2020), was

already predicting in March that many privately-

owned caf�es, bars, and restaurants would not survive

without help. Further, they proposed that long term,

few hospitality businesses would remain operationally

viable considering their current cost structures.

KPMG (2020) predicted widespread hospitality

sector closures and insolvencies.

After four weeks at Alert Level 4, New Zealand

moved into Alert Level 3 at 11.59 pm April 27,

2020. Alert Level 3 enabled takeaways to reopen

where pre-ordered contactless pick-up or home deliv-

ery was possible. However, dine-in restaurants, caf�es
and bars remained closed (New Zealand Government,

2020c). By May 1st, within the wage subsidy

scheme, the New Zealand Government had paid out

$10.6 billion to 1.72 million people (34.4% of

the population). The subsidy scheme was an

initiative designed to support industry and preserve

jobs. However, the Restaurant Association of

New Zealand noted that 67% of its members needed

rent relief and business subsidies to help them survive.

A further 12% of hospitality businesses advised the

Association that it was likely they would permanently

close their businesses. Hospitality New Zealand pro-

posed that without an extended wage subsidy and

cashflow support, 20–40% of the industry would

close (Stuff, 2020b). According to research conducted

by Hospitality New Zealand, the hospitality industry

had cut its workforce by 30%, and that within the

move to Alert level 3 another 20% of lay-offs and

losses were possible (Stuff, 2020c).

On Wednesday May 1,32,020 at 11:59pm,

New Zealand moved to Alert Level 2. Alert Level 2

further relaxed the rules on conducting business.

Consequently, most businesses were able to open if

they complied with physical distancing and record

keeping requirements. For hospitality businesses,

there was a specific set of requirements: groups of

customers had to be separated; guests were to be

seated; and served by only one server (the three S’s);

and that an establishment could only host a maximum

of 100 people at a time (New Zealand Government,

2020).

Pre-COVID-19 hospitality in New Zealand

Considerations of M�aori hospitality are encapsulated

within the concept of manaakitanga (Neill et al.,

2015). Manaakitanga is one of the most important

M�aori social principles (Hook and Raumati, 2011),

as Philip-Barbara (2011, n.p.) noted:

manaakitanga is a very important tenet of Maori

custom and identity, and identity that has, I believe,

positively influenced notions of good old ‘Kiwi’ hos-

pitality. At its core, manaakitanga is about how we

make people feel welcome when they are in our com-

pany, and how we give regard to and care for others

when hosting visitors.

The 1840 s realized rapid colonist-settler growth and

generally, settlers came from England, Ireland,

and Wales. Te Tiriti o Waitangi (The Treaty of

Waitangi), signed in 1840, recognized an agreement

between M�aori and the British Crown (Orange,

1989) and paved the way for more colonist settlement

as well as establishing two emergent and contested

(Neill, 2018) identities: M�aori and P�akeh�a (Neill,

2018). With colonization came commerce (Hunter,

2007).

New Zealand’s post-colonial hospitality history can

be presented within two paradigms. The first and most

dominant, posited that Aotearoa New Zealand was a

culinary backwater. New Zealand restaurateur Tony

Astle remembered:

40 years ago [1966] Navy cooks were all we had, there

was no wine in New Zealand, only fortified sherry. We

were told not to eat wild fennel because dogs peed on

it. (Neill, 2009: 4)
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Additionally, Brien’s (2003) tome, 100 Years of

Hospitality in New Zealand: The People, The Politics,

The Passion 1901–2002, focused on the evolution of

drinking in New Zealand. However, Rowland (2010)

offered a new view of New Zealand’s hospitality indus-

try. Dining out: A history of the restaurant in New

Zealand (Rowland, 2010) revised academic consider-

ations of the nation’s hospitality industry and noted

that the years between 1880 and 1914 were regarded

as New Zealand’s “golden [hospitality] age” (p. 33).

Rowland (2010) positioned commercial hospitality in

New Zealand in the late 1800 s as being only three

months behind the latest trends in the United States

of America. That ‘lag-time,’ Rowland (2010) rational-

ized, reflected the approximate travel time, of the day,

between New York and New Zealand.

Kiwi characteristics borne of necessity (Neill,

2018), the tyranny of distance (Blainey, 2001) and

migration, have combined to create a contemporary

and vibrant industry. As an example, the recent arrival

of South Korean migrants has not only prompted the

opening of many Korean restaurants throughout the

country but also the emergence of Kiwi-Korean fusion

food including the evolution of the traditional Korean

dish bibimbap. In New Zealand, fusion bibimbaps rec-

ognize the impact of globalized hospitality within

‘glocal’ food constructions; new symbols of identity

that now include a Kiwi-Korean identity.

In New Zealand today, the impact of migration and

Rowland’s (2010) revisionist perspectives have coa-

lesced into a vibrant, multicultural dining

“culinascape” (Morris, 2010, p. 6) that positions com-

mercial hospitality as an economically significant

national industry; however, reflecting the global and

glocal nexus of hospitality and pandemic, COVID-19

has literally shut this industry down.

Participants and methodology

To generate our participant data and being aware that

participants were stressed and had limited time, we

opted to use an emailed qualitative survey tool. The

survey tool was designed following guidelines devel-

oped by Sarantakos (2005) and de Vaus (2014).

Following Sarantakos (2005), we devised research

topics, explored their variables and from that process

generated qualitative research questions. We then dis-

tilled the questions down to a 13-point survey instru-

ment by focusing them within de Vaus’s (2014)

recommendations regarding four themes:

• attributes (business type and income);

• behavior (related to business type and its income);

• attitudes (what our participants believed to be

desirable/undesirable); and

• beliefs (encapsulated within a future view of hospi-

tality in New Zealand post COVID-19).

As a result of this approach our qualitative survey-

set themes but also allowed flexibility for participants

to add their personal comments. We estimated that

completing the survey would take 30–45minutes.

We adopted a purposive sampling approach where

we identified key informants from the industry; those

that had established businesses (longevity), and those

that had made comment in the media. We received

responses from 11 participants who were responsible

for a total of 105 outlets - 22 caf�es, four restaurants

and 79 takeaway outlets. Our participants’ business

longevity averaged 11 years and three months, which

is noteworthy as it has been estimated that 60% of all

new hospitality businesses fail in their first 18months

of operation (Neill et al., 2012). Their business lon-

gevity adds credibility to the participants’ comments

on the impact of COVID-19, as they have, over time,

successfully negotiated the competitive hospitality

marketplace in pre-COVID-19 New Zealand. The

eleven participants are described in Table 2.

Findings

The findings are presented in four sections, each rep-

resenting a major theme that emerged from the data:

1. The economic impact of COVID-19

2. Government policy and COVID-19

3. Government COVID-19 recovery/assistance

packages

4. Business initiatives and recovery from COVID-19

Presenting our participant narratives in an equita-

ble way was important to us. Consequently, to ensure

fair representation, the presentation of each thematic

section begins with a different market segment. In that

way, no one market segment dominates the findings.

Theme 1: The economic impact of COVID-19

Our caf�e participants linked economic impact to the

rise in government imposed COVID-19 Alert Levels.

Put simply, as COVID-19 levels rose, caf�e incomes

declined. That decline was noticeable because “with

no tourism and no large concert gatherings we are left to

rely on our trusty locals.” Additionally, as customer

numbers decreased so too did their spend per head:

The per head spend is down 50–60% [. . .] If we put it on a

graph it would plummet, then rise sharply as Kiwis spend

and support each other under level 3 and 2, then level 1

Hemmington and Neill 5



going down, down, down and now we wait [. . .] the face of

hospitality as we knew it I feel has changed forever.

Economics were compounded by job losses. Another

caf�e owner commented:

Lost a few jobs, [experienced a] fatal decrease in income in

two locations – one being in an airport, one under a busi-

ness park, [then] zero turnover for four weeks [at Alert

Level 4]. Then, [we] averaged 50% during level 3, and

80% at level 2. Finally, we have slowly returned to pre-

COVID-19 turnover at level 1.

However, the caf�e participants also realized that

COVID-19 presented business opportunities. As one

caf�e owner commented:

Opportunities abound with the strong (cash rich) surviv-

ing and those who were running tight before COVID-19,

tipping up.

Opportunities were realized in multiple ways. For

some caf�e owners, opportunity was located with

human connection. For others, opportunity incorpo-

rated social media and technologies:

We look for normalcy, we want to be empathetic, authentic

we need to keep our brand humanised.

Some operators overwhelmed by the required switch to digital

and new ways of operating. Others embracing the change

and welcoming the chance to reimagine what’s possible.

Others found social media to be problematic. For

them, social media facilitated endless and often con-

fusing information:

We are waterboarded by social media now on a never-

ending stream of “what ifs?”.

Restaurateurs reflected similar narratives, but with less

specificity. Restaurateurs tended to make broader

statements. Encapsulating that is the following amal-

gam of comments:

The entire industry has flipped [. . .] Revenue, profit and

loss are really impacted [. . .] Operators with low margins,

poor cashflow have sunk quickly [. . .] Heaps of staff have

been laid off now so it’s now an employer’s market whereas

pre COVID-19 it was an employee’s market [. . .] There

were too many restaurants not enough skilled staff. We were

all fighting for good staff before. Post COVID we have 20

people apply in the first 30 minutes of listing a vacancy,

[now COVID-19] reminds me of 2009 Global Financial

Crisis.

For takeaway participants, COVID-19 motivated a

revision of ‘service’. COVID-19 changed the ways in

which people ordered food:

Overall, COVID-19 has changed the way people order

food – more people are ordering together at home, rather

than individuals ordering from within the restaurants.

Unsure whether this trend will continue.

After Alert Level 4, takeaway respondents’ business

levels increased:

For us, some of our outlets are now busier than previous,

but some are also quieter [it’s all] about the business and

the location, so a mixed economic impact.

Facilitating that, as takeaway owners and brand man-

agers commented, there has been a;

Change in customer behaviour, [a] shift in sales toward

delivery/takeaway [. . .] all businesses suffered from being

closed for 5þ weeks, but some have actually benefited from

Table 2. Participant details (N¼ 11).

Market
segment

Number
of outlets

Participant’s
role

Years in
business

Annual
income ($)

Caf�es 1 Owner 7.5 900k–1m
20 Director 24 250k–2m
1 CEO/owner 13 No response

Restaurants 1 Owner 6 2.8–3m
1 Owner 2 2.8–3m
1 Owner 11 1.5–1.8m
1 Owner 3 700–750 k

Takeaways 1 CEO 22 No response
1 Owner 3 270–300 k
1 Owner 13 2m
76 Brand manager 17 4–4.5m
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having the 12-week wage subsidy and then being able to

open again within 5 weeks.

While turnover was down, and participant businesses

also experienced reduced spending per head, the

economic impact of COVID-19 was generally per-

ceived to represent opportunity. Those opportunities

were driven by internal factors, including the use of

social media and human contact, as well as by external

factors. Because customers were socially distanced

from businesses, ordering from home and delivery

represented opportunities for business growth and

renewal. Additionally, COVID-19 changed the

labor market from an employee-driven model to one

beneficial to employers. The Government’s wage sub-

sidy scheme was of benefit to both employers and

employees.

Theme 2: Government policy and COVID-19

Restaurant owners criticized government policy,

particularly policy impacting business practice.

Notwithstanding that, and as one restaurant owner

commented,

the government was [then] making up a lot of rules

on the go and so many were unclear, this added a lot

of stress.

Adding to restaurateur stress was their comparison

between New Zealand restaurants and Australian res-

taurants. In that comparison, two themes dominated.

The first reflected rent reductions during COVID-19.

One restaurateur observed:

Australia mandated that rent should be paid based on

turnover. If turnover was down by X% rent should be

reduced by X%. That’s a fair policy that New Zealand

Government did not want to apply. Our business rent was

increased by 3.5% just last week while residential rent

increases are frozen!

The second reflected beverage sales:

Australian hospitality businesses were allowed to sell alco-

hol through on licenses. This was not allowed in New

Zealand. many of us petitioned [the New Zealand

Government] because as we have stocks that we wanted

to liquidate with our takeaway food. However, the

Government did not listen to New Zealand restaurant busi-

ness owners or the New Zealand Restaurant Association on

any of this. The New Zealand Government was not willing

to mandate a policy on commercial landlords and apply the

same rules it did to residential landlords.

Adding to that was social distancing:

Social distancing meant less tables in COVID Alert

Levels 3 & 2. Additionally, part of my workforce worked

at home. My IT people particularly.

Working from home also impacted our restaurateurs

because many of their regular customers no longer

worked in the city:

I located my restaurant in a business dense part of the city.

We are surrounded by IT companies, and companies who

rely on it. If you can work from home using IT, and you are

not at your office working, then that’s a potentially ‘lost

customer’ for me.

Some government policies found favor,

particularly the COVID-19 wages subsidy. All of our

participating restaurants accessed the 12-week wage

subsidy option:

The wage subsidy has greatly helped the industry survive.

Takeaway businesses echoed our restaurateurs.

Takeaway owners believed that the four-week

lock-down closure was severe:

Compared with other nations, this was a very strict stance.

Initially the industry was upset about this decision as it felt

that New Zealand should follow Australia and other

nations.

Yet as time progressed and New Zealand reduced

the COVID-19 Alert Levels, enjoying 22days of

COVID-19 free infections, those measures were

viewed differently:

The speed at recovery could be a real win for New Zealand

hospitality industry.

Not all takeaway business owners liked the

Government’s COVID-19 policies:

It’s all has been short-sighted. We haven’t received

any help.

While New Zealand’s Alert Levels 1 and 2 promoted

‘business as usual,’ and Level 4 closed all businesses,

one takeaway business owner reflected the sentiment

of many, in that, “Level 3 made trading very

challenging.”

Caf�e owners considered the Government’s

COVID-19 responses to be a balancing act. Caf�e
owners tended to hold more holistic COVID-19
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worldviews. Encapsulating that position, caf�e owners

commented:

The intense lockdown has meant a huge impact for the

industry. Around and around we all went in circles of a

never- ending conversation about covid-19 virus. No sales.

Yet, it was a hard balance to make for the Government,

but one that while now, it has been eradicated still has an

enormous impact with the borders closed and the rest of the

world still on fire.

This group also appreciated the Government’s wage

subsidy scheme:

Wage subsidy [scheme] has been a plaster over an artery as

we sort out the viability of our survival.

We are very grateful for the wage subsidy and have appreci-

ated the strong leadership in getting rid of the virus (but for

the returnees). [However], we needed a much stronger frame-

work for dealing with landlords. Rental issues are the most

frustrating with each landlord taking a different approach.

Participant support for the Government’s COVID-19

policies was not unanimous. For some respondents, it

proved stressful. The wage subsidy scheme prompted

positive responses, but for some it was not enough.

Participant dissatisfaction with New Zealand

Government policy was fueled by comparisons with

the Australian Government’s hospitality initiatives.

Yet, despite that, other participants realized that

New Zealand’s “severe” COVID-19 response also

placed the nation in a positive position for a quick

business recovery. However, while the popularity of

government policy decisions was mixed, when our

participants’ businesses were able to open, the city

employees who continued to work from home were

seen to be sources of lost revenue.

Theme 3: Government COVID-19 recovery/
assistance packages

Our participants expectations of long-term govern-

ment recovery policies were influenced by the assis-

tance packages they had previously accessed; for the

participants in all three market segments (takeaway,

restaurant, and caf�e), these were wages subsidies and

small loans.

In considering a return to ‘normal’ business, caf�e
owners were cautiously optimistic. When business

normality might return, was as one participant put

it, “the million $question we would all like to know.”

Because of New Zealand’s low COVID-19 numbers,

caf�e owners considered marketing New Zealand as a

“clean, COVID-19 green, safe place to travel in the world”

and that the country should “quickly open our borders to

the likes of Australia and low impacted COVID-19 coun-

tries. Then, we should see a quicker [business] recovery.”

However, not all caf�e owners were optimistic:

we’ll never get back the profit we lost, but we’ll survive and

expect to be back to pre-COVID-19 profitability within

months.

no one knows [about business recovery]. By the look of it

I’d say it will take three years to return back to normal.

Assisting an uncertain recovery, the caf�e participants

suggested that the Government needed to “nationally

regulate rents, like they did in Christchurch, after the

earthquakes there.” For some caf�e owners, “the greed

of many Landlords demanding 100% rent in these times

was prohibitive”. A similar sentiment was expressed

about caf�e leases: they “needed to be re-negotiated with

Ministry support.” Additionally, one caf�e owner pro-

posed that the Government needed to encourage a

return to the workplace, rather than working from

home. They recommended, “making all employees

return to offices – we’re currently impacted because

Inland Revenue Department staff are working from

home”. Adding to caf�e owners’ suggestions for

COVID-19 recovery and assistance were that,

[the] minimum wage also should not continue to rise [. . .]

that apprentices [be] partly sponsored by the Government

[and that] Goods and Services Tax (GST) [of 15%] be

removed on foods manufactured or produced in New

Zealand.

Our restaurant respondents believed that a post

COVID-19 recovery was possible between “18months

from now [and] 2 years to recover fully and start an

upward growth.” Assisting that, and like our caf�e
owners, restaurateurs suggested that a “Trans-Tasman

bubble might help but until the borders reopen fully

there will be no complete recovery.” One restaurateur

realized that,

Since [COVID-19 Alert] level 1 we are only recovered by

65% (30% employees not returned at work) and hoping

recover within 18 months from now.

However, restaurant respondents believed that access

to skilled labor was key to post-COVID-19 business

recovery. Specifically, restaurateurs wanted the New

Zealand Government to:

• Expediate [work] visas that were applied for pre-

COVID-19, particularly if the jobs still existed and

the applicant was already in New Zealand.
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• Create a directory of available candidates that are on

the jobseeker benefit like SEEK has where employers can

connect easily with potential candidates.
• Incentivise hiring an employee who is on a benefit so

that employers are keen to give them a go.
• Bring back 90-day employee work trials for ALL

business.

Those initiatives as one restaurateur stated would:

“mean that we will feel a bit more comfortable taking the

risk on an unemployed inexperienced candidate and get

them off the benefit.” Additionally, restaurateurs sug-

gested that for ongoing business, the Government

offered businesses tax relief in GST/income tax rebates if

turnover is down by X% in the year ending 2021 com-

pared to year ending 2020.

Finally, restaurateurs proposed maintaining the cur-

rent wage subsidy scheme because it was “very helpful

to employers and employees for the short term.”

For takeaways, our participants suggested

that post-COVID-19 recovery might take from

“12months,” “18months,” to “three years at least.”

However, as one takeaway owner cautioned, “any busi-

ness that was struggling pre-COVID-19, might not sur-

vive, and new businesses might pop up to replace them.”

Currently, some takeaways were slow to recover with

one operator noting that “since at COVID-19 Alert

Level 1 we’re only recovered by 65%, and that 30% of

employees were yet to return back to work.” Takeaway

owners held much the same views as our caf�e and

restaurant participants since they recommended that

the Government provide

Aid in rent negotiations. That would be the most beneficial

– but it needs to be a more black and white policy which

actually forces (or creates incentive for) landlords to reduce

rent depending on the impact (similar to how wage subsidy

has been worked out).

Similarly, takeaway owners recommended the

Government’s continuation of the Wage Subsidy

Scheme which they found to be “very helpful”.

Our participants believed that their business finan-

ces would return to normal within 18months to three

years. Facilitating that, more government interven-

tions were needed. Participants noted the policies

adopted consequent to the Christchurch earthquake

disaster and the Australian Government’s initiatives

as being particularly helpful. Opening the economy

to a trans-Tasman ‘bubble’ was also promoted as a

way to stimulate business. However, labor-based ini-

tiatives were also perceived to be important. The

easing of visas to enter New Zealand to work in

hospitality; a directory matching potential employees

and employers and giving new workers ‘a go’ within a

90-day trial period were options popular with

participants.

Theme 4: Business initiatives and recovery
from COVID-19

In looking beyond COVID-19, our takeaway partici-

pants saw opportunity. For them, opportunity was

presented in the behavioral changes their customers

were forced to make during the COVID-19 pandemic

and lock-down. For the takeaway owners, online

ordering, “untact” [non-contact] and moving toward

a “lower cost model [of] operations” that included an

emphasis on “menu change [. . .] promotion thru social

media, safe serve practise[s],” and the development of

“click and collect” options dominated their recovery

strategies. One operator believed that advertising his

takeaway business as “Kiwi owned” might stimulate

more business. That option coincided with the

Government’s recommendation that New Zealanders

buy New Zealand made items in order to stimulate the

nation’s economy.

Caf�e participants held more cautious approaches:

Many hospo businesses won’t survive the economic impact

as the wage subsidy runs out, more individuals will become

made redundant, the future certainly until the end of the

year will be hard to read and people will be cautious with

their spending.

Some suggested that hospitality and entertainment

might “be done at home like in the 60 s and 70 s.”

Some caf�e participants believed that size was an

important factor in business survival: “it will be

harder for medium sized operators. You’ll either have to

be big so you can get funding, or tiny so you can self-fund.”

While the economic impact of post-COVID-19

recovery dominated caf�e owners’ feedback, this

group found that innovative business practice during

Alert Level 3 promoted ongoing savings. During this

period, the caf�e respondents streamlined their opera-

tions by setting up “front door operations [that featured]

a few of our customers favourite things.” To find out what

those ‘things’ were caf�e owners used technology:

We did an online quick survey to see what our customers

wanted the most at level 3. We put up an online order

platform system with homemade meals to collect or be con-

tactless delivery. Just before lockdown we printed 2000

flyers to do a letterbox drop in the neighbourhood.
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In these ways, caf�e owners built and capitalized on

being hospitable and creating a sense of community.

As one caf�e owner reflected:

At Level 3 it wasn’t about the $, it was more about being

there every day as the face of the business. Communication

is absolute key to what I saw the future being. Talking to

my customers as we went down through the levels gave me,

my staff and my loyal customers a sense of belonging, sup-

port and community.

Restaurant owners, like caf�e owners, were retrospec-

tive: “I feel we will go back to the basics now – great food

and great service at perceived value for money. Customers

will vote with their feet and wallets.” Additionally, this

group felt that post-COVID-19 customers may not be

as critical as their pre-COVID-19 customers:

If you think they will go and give you a bad review on

social media this might not happen as everyone is a bit

more “woke” and wouldn’t want to be seen kicking an

operator who may be struggling but if the customer

doesn’t have a good experience they just won’t go back.

Good old word of mouth will be the best form of advertising.

However, caf�e owners cautioned:

New operators will find it extremely difficult in the post

COVID-19 environment and some new businesses will be

short lived. COVID-19 has taught our industry to be resil-

ient, adapt quickly and give up our egos to give anything a

go – adapting to takeaway models even if that is something

you have never done.

Reflecting that, the caf�e owners had already:

Dropped our prices to be more attractive to customers [. . .]

engaged in communicating more with our database of cus-

tomers through social media and digital newsletters [. . .]

We did takeaways something we never did before and deliv-

ered them personally in level 3. We have continued offering

take home meals.

Yet, within the responses from restaurant, caf�e, and
takeaway businesses, a common theme emerged: the

need for the Government to differentiate the hospital-

ity industry. Our participants held strong feelings

about the link between tourism and hospitality, Kiwi

food, hospitality careers and their reflection within

M�aori culture. For our participants, these domains

represented significant points of difference. Those

positions are reflected in the following participant

quotes that emphasize their wishes for governmental

business direction post COVID-19:

The New Zealand Government needs to wake up and sup-

port the hospitality sector more and not lump it with

Tourism- we have different needs. Hospitality’s contribu-

tion to GDP needs more government recognition [. . .]

before the COVID-19 pandemic, we kept screaming to

get attention for our country’s food story as part of the

country’s wider tourism strategy. There is NO point in

getting tourists here if we have crap food and hospitality

[. . .] invest in the sector, support the key players and cel-

ebrate them, highlight them as part of a wider tourism

strategy to get more people to New Zealand for our beau-

tiful Kai [food] and manaakitanga [hospitality] and make

hospitality a career choice for our tamariki [young people,

children].

In initiating post-COVID-19 strategies our partici-

pants reflected many of the values inherent within

acts of hospitality. Key to that was their recognition

that consumer patterns were changing. Within that re-

evaluation our participants embraced menu change,

and the building of a sense of community with cus-

tomers either in real or virtual time. Those actions

generated for our participants a new sense of ‘self ’

within business. That change was expressed within

realizations of promoting their businesses as Kiwi

businesses in order to attract new and supportive cus-

tomers. Additionally, participant sense of self realized

the need to differentiate hospitality from tourism. At a

time when, consequent to COVID-19, international

tourism has ceased in New Zealand, realizing the eco-

nomic contribution of hospitality is an important con-

sideration not only for our business participants, but

also for the nation and government.

Discussion and conclusion

To conclude, the findings gleaned from our qualitative

survey representing 22 caf�es, four restaurants and 79

takeaway outlets, enabled our research to explore in

depth the impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s

hospitality restaurant, caf�e, and takeaway sectors. As

the nation and its businesses worked through the var-

iables inherent in the Government imposed

COVID-19 Alert Levels, we found that our respond-

ents realized, that despite financial losses, that

COVID-19 provided an opportunity to engage in stra-

tegic innovation. Their innovations were realized

within two basic approaches, one mediated by

technology the other by direct personal customer con-

tact. Additionally, our participants realized that

non-contact delivery provision could provide a point

of difference for future business.

While our participant innovations were mediated

by two government COVID-19 related initiatives –

the wage subsidy scheme, and the ability for
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businesses to take small government-based business

loans – what has emerged is a renewed sense of ‘self ’

for our participants reflecting business survival. That

renewal has invigorated our participants to differenti-

ate hospitality and its financial contribution to the

national economy from that of the wider tourism

sector. In more pragmatic ways, that renewal and

vibrancy provides the perfect scenario and motivation

for the wider sociocultural embrace of a return to

normal life and regular business in Aotearoa New

Zealand. In that way, our exploration of COVID-

19’s impact on caf�es, restaurants and takeaways in

Aotearoa New Zealand has also provided a unique

insight into the nation’s wider socio-culture and

psyche.

Clearly, the impact of COVID-19 has had a severe

impact on the operating environment of hospitality

businesses throughout the world and within New

Zealand, however the contribution of the study goes

beyond COVID-19 and its impact on the New

Zealand hospitality industry. The study also contrib-

utes to business longevity theory in several ways.

Organizational Ecology provides a theoretical lens to

explore the growth and decline of business organiza-

tions within the dynamics of their environment that

includes COVID-19, and the extent to which the envi-

ronment including government policy is able to sup-

port those organizations. Our research reveals that

social attitudes have changed, and along with govern-

ment policies to COVID-19, these have largely

reduced the ability of the environment to support

the pre-COVID-19 levels of business to the extent

that hospitality businesses need to change and inno-

vate to survive.

Within Organizational Ecology theory, the factor of

inertia and change relates to whether organizations are

reliable and accountable and the extent that they

therefore have a high degree of inertia and resistance

to change. Resistance to change is a key predictor of

an elevated rate of mortality. Our findings reveal that

the New Zealand hospitality industry views

COVID-19 as presenting opportunities for strategic

innovation. They have identified two approaches to

innovation. The first based on the enhanced use of

technology, particularly social media to create innova-

tive approaches to marketing and new modes of deliv-

ery. The second based on direct personal contact that

enables non-contact delivery provision. Both innova-

tions, along with government support, enabled the

industry to survive the immediate impact of

COVID-19, but more fundamentally provide oppor-

tunities for the future.

These innovations reveal an industry that is respon-

sive to change which bodes well for the long-term sur-

vival of firms. That said, our sample was dominated by

industry survivors (average 11 years 3months) and our

findings are likely to reflect this. These businesses will

have already experienced change and turbulence,

albeit minor compared with the current pandemic,

but they will have developed at least some survivor

traits and characteristics. This is consistent with the

Darwinian perspective on business longevity inherent

in both Population Ecology theory and Evolutionary

Economics.

While our participant’s innovations were mediated

by two government COVID-19 related initiatives – the

wage subsidy scheme, and the ability for businesses to

take small government-based business loans – what

has emerged is a renewed sense of ‘self ’ for our par-

ticipants reflecting a culture of innovation and busi-

ness survival. This is consistent with both the RBV

theory of the firm and organizational Population

Ecology where organizational culture are both promi-

nent aspects of business longevity and business

mortality.
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